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BOOK REVIEWS
ANNUAL SURVEY OF AmERICAN LAW, 1942, pp. lxiii-994; ANNUAL
SURVEY OF AMERICAN LAW, 1943, pp. lvii-962; ANNuAT, SURVEY OF
AMERICAN LAW, 1944, pp. lxxxi-1252. New York University School
of Law, New York, publishers.
These three volumes are difficult to review in order to give the
reader any adequate idea of the content and value of the books.
The American Law Institute was organized in 1922 having be-
fore it the ambitious project of simplifying and clarifying whatever
fields of the law it might undertake to restate and with the hope
that lawyers and courts might not find it necessary to go back of
this authoritative statement. Thus it would relieve from the slavery
of searching out the history of particular rules, doctrines and prin-
ciples and would relieve the enormous burden of reconciling conflicts.
The English undertook in 1928 an Annual Survey of English
Law with the hope inter alia that it would save the time of lawyers
and judges but it did not have the ambitious purpose of the American
Law Institute. This survey of the American Law undertaken by the
New York University Law School is expressly patterned upon its
English predecessor and is indeed a worthy successor.
The volumes indicate an attempt in the words of Dean Vander-
bilt "In the spirit of its English precursor to make 'a sincere though
perhaps inadequate attempt' to provide the reader with a general
view of American Law year by year." In the judgment of this re-
viewer the attempt has been more than just reasonably successful.
In fact some of the reviews may well be regarded as scholarly as well
as clearly written in attractive style. All the comments are good and
they are of a rather uniform quality. It results that criticisms as a
whole are difficult because a reviewer can scarcely be an expert as
to the whole subject matter (if indeed he is with respect to any of
it) and often his criticism is a mere difference of emphasis.
Let us see first what the areas are. We start in Part I with the
usual items comprised under public law divided into six topics. One
of these is "civil rights" which might have come within the subject
Constitutional Law. The topic "Local Government" means municipal
corporations primarily. "War powers" probably could have come
under the aegis of Constitutional Law though there are many mat-
ters not properly so involved and perhaps a separate heading affords
better opportunity to extend these materials. Of course Adminis-
trative Law is no longer merely an adjunct to Constitutional Law and
the subject Conflict of Laws stands upon its own feet. Taxation has
come to be one of the most significant courses in our law schools.
Part II embraces the development of public law in its social and
economic aspects. One notices the topics social security and welfare,
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housing, cooperatives, anti-trust laws, labor law, wages and hours,
unfair trade practices, anti-trust laws and governmental regulation
of business.
Part III, private law, covers the usual titles such as Contracts,
Property, etc., including some twenty-five topics.
Part IV deals with Remedies and Procedure.
Part V, on Legal Philosophy, History and Reform, is devoted to
Jurisprudence (the schools of thought, their theories and methods)
the administration of justice, legal education and bar organization.
It is thus noted that in the field of private law the series supple-
ments in a valuable way the various Restatements. Since it covers
generally the whole gamut of the legal order, and presents the de-
velopments in legal philosophy, education and reform, it is vastly
broader in scope and presents a useful guide to lawyers whose prin-
cipal interest otherwise is likely to be that of client care-taking.
In many respects then the series is more valuable in these fields
than in private law. Yet the trend of decisions in the latter area is of
value.
In the 1943 Volume one finds the additional categories, "War-
time Price Control," and "Communications." The other categories
are substantially the same and handled in the same way by noting
the holding in significant cases and by reference to important statutes.
In the 1944 Volume there is the additional title "Commercial
Arbitration." Otherwise it also follows the general pattern of the
first volume.
This reviewer was delighted personally to find the discussion on
pages 796 and 803 of an interesting case, The Dan Cohen Realty Co.
(of Ohio) v. The National Savings and Trust Co. (of Washington,
D. C.) 125 F. 2d 288 (1942). The position taken by the commentator
is substantially that urged upon the court by this reviewer and his
associates. (If any one objects to this interlude because of the per-
sonal interest of the reviewer, he is no friend of the latter.)
The Dan Cohen Realty Co. of Ohio had a fifteen year lease, with
right of renewal, upon certain premises in Lexington, Kentucky.
The owner (domiciled in the District of Columbia) refused to re-
new the lease. The plaintiff proceeded by substituted service, to
require the promise of renewal to be enforced against the premises.
The two principal issues were: Has the plaintiff set up in his petition
an interest in real property, so that jurisdiction in rem may be had
on service by publication? Secondly, may the plaintiff sue in the
Federal rather than in the state court on the ground of diversity of
citizenship?
Respecting the first issue involving venue, Sec. 57 of the Judicial
Code authorizes the court to take jurisdiction and allow such service
(substituted) to enforce "any ... equitable... claim to ... real or
personal property within the district." Defendant appeared specially
and objected to the venue and it was held that the court had no juris-
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diction. The commentator believes that since the plaintiff could
state a case for specific performance under the Kentucky decisions
and statute, it had set up in the petition an interest in or claim to real
property. Hence the court erroneously refused to take jurisdiction.
The other issue raised was the question whether an action be-
tween a citizen of Ohio and a resident of the District of Columbia
was an action between citizens of the several states under the 2d sec-
tion of Article II of the Constitution and under the amendment to
the Judicial Code, 28 U. S. C. A. sec. 41 (1) (b). This amendment
purports to extend the above constitutional privilege of suing in
the Federal Court to "citizens of the District of Columbia, Hawaii,
Alaska or any state or territory." Whether this statute was consti-
tutional was not passed upon by the court because it was deemed
that the determination of the venue issue against the plaintiff made
a finding upon the constitutionality of that statute unnecessary. One
would like to know the view of the surveyor as to the constitutional-
ity of such a statute.
This interlude is suggestive of the type of cases discussed by the
surveys of each year. Another volume is soon to come from the press
continuing the series through the year 1945. In a review of the
forthcoming volume it should be possible to present a critique of the
style and method of the series.
ALVIN EVANS
KENTUCKY CITY FINANCES. By THE BUREAU OF BUSINESS RE-
SEARCH, JAMES W. MARTIN, DIRECTOR. University of Kentucky, 1946,
pp. xii, 275.
Kentucky City Finances gives the results of a careful investiga-
tion of the fiscal affairs of Kentucky cities, undertaken by the Bureau
of Business Research of the University of Kentucky, at the request
of the Kentucky Municipal League in 1944.
City officials throughout the state were personally interviewed
by members of the Bureau. Their criticisms of, and suggestions for,
improvement in city management were carefully noted by the inter-
viewers.
A thorough study of present practices in city management was
made, and methods of overcoming existing deficiencies are proposed.
One infers from a reading of the report that the greatest handicaps
to better city administration are the present statutory division of
cities into classes; and the lack of sufficient revenue for the city
managers to accomplish what is expected of them. It is suggested
that measures for a uniform fiscal year for all classes of cities and
collection of taxes would make for economy as well as simplification
(p. 8).
The report is, as its authors point out (p. 40), based on the idea
that "it is the responsibility of city management to make every tax
dollar go as far as it will before calling on citizens for more revenue,"
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in other words, for running a city as economically as possible. To
accomplish this, emphasis is placed upon the need of budgeting and
the fact that an efficient accounting system is necessary to a good
budget (p. 63). It is further pointed out that the state might furnish
cities with a technical service similar to that it now furnishes coun-
ties under the County Uniform Budget Law of 1934.
The authors speak of "accounting and reporting, purchasing,
treasury management, and bonding of public officials" as the tools of
finance-administration (p. 69). These "tools of administration" are
considered in detail and comparisons of situations in Kentucky cities
made with those in cities in other states.
The greatest defects in the present methods of securing adequate
revenue seem to be the undervaluation of property, especially real
property; and the collection of taxes after they have once been as-
sessed.
Several suggestions are made for increasing municipal revenue,
chief among which are a gasoline tax, collectible by the state and
refunded to the cities; raising the valuation of real property; the es-
tablishing and operating of public utilities by municipalities; and
charging for services such as the collection of garbage.
The reporters conclude: "Not only do the statutes need revision
in respect of general charter policy, but they require unification of
state policy towards all cities so that differences between classes
would be provided only on the basis of some logic."
The work is well done and the report should be of great as-
sistance to the Kentucky Municipal League in accomplishing the
changes in municipal administration which it seeks to bring about.
W. LEWIS ROBERTS
College of Law
University of Kentucky
